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Book Six in the bestselling, award-winning BEYOND series.For years, Jared has existed on the

fringes of both Eden society and Dallas O&apos;Kane&apos;s Sector Four gang. He travels

between these worlds, protected by his money and power--money he earned selling his body, and

power that comes from knowing secrets. He&apos;s untouchable--until he starts a new life

gathering intelligence for the O&apos;Kanes.Lili Fleming walked out of Sector Five with a gun, the

bloodstained clothes on her back, and an icy determination to survive. She finds herself in a world

where people live hard and love harder, and nothing&apos;s more terrifying than how much the

O&apos;Kanes wake her up, make her feel--especially Jared.Emotion is a risk he can&apos;t afford,

and a complication she doesn&apos;t need. But neither can resist the lust simmering between them,

and the sparks that could either melt the ice around both their hearts...or get them killed. Because

the only thing more dangerous than loving an O&apos;Kane is loving a spy.
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Being numb isn't all it's cracked up to be. Lily can't seem to find her bearings here in Sector 4 after

being the princess and then the queen of Sector 5. She was bred to be a wife. Not an O'Kane. After

killing her bodyguard, she shows up in S4 with nothing but the clothes on her back, her fur coat and

of course, her drugs.The good ones.Once the drugs ran out and wore off she was left with one

choice. One decision.FEEL.Choices.Real choices aren't something Lily is used to. Yet here in S4

there are choices all around her. Choices she doesn't understand. Painful choices. Benevolent

choices. Decadent choices. So many choices.Being fabulously rich isn't all it's cracked up to be.

Neither is being Eden's number one man whore. Money can buy a lot of things, but not everything.

Yet for all that he is or isn't, Jared knows who and what he is and what he isn't. And he's okay with

that.Being without a family isn't something either of them wanted. Gaining a family seems like

tempting fate and asking for too much. Becoming an O'Kane seems impossible. Or is it?As a favor

he lulls Lily out of her shell. As a spy he nearly loses his life. Loving Lily comes with its risks. And its

rewards.In the sectors, no one is Beyond Innocence.

Another absolutely fantastic book in the Beyond series.Oh, my, Jared & Lili, what a story!!!! Lili cme

from a place where her only value came from making the men in her life look good, & even if you did

that well you could still count on being abused & degraded. She has now been in Sector Four long

enough that she is pretty much out of all the drugs she brought with her when she showed up on the

O'Kanes doorstep. And she's still completely in the dark about how things work there & what her

place is. And most especially, she is confused about the women in Sector Four, how they can be so

open in their feelings & their sexuality. Just as she is coming out of her drug fugue she meets Jared

at fight night & she starts to realize that maybe being a woman doesn't mean being weak, maybe

women are just as strong (if not stronger) than men.Jared has spent so many years servicing the

wealthy wives of Eden. He has built his fortune on fulfilling others fantasies. And then he meets Lili

Fleming. He knows she is innocent & he wants to teach her some of the things she wants to learn.

Little does he know that there are still things for him to learn & Lili is the best person to teach him

those things, to show him he deserves someone that puts him first!This book was FANTASTIC & I

just can't wait for more of the O'Kanes!!!!

So much is going on at this point in the series that it blows my mind sometimes. Which is great

because it keeps the stories interesting and I keep on reading them. The politics and and characters

of Eden and the Sectors are explained well and really add to the books. This may be labeled an

erotic dystopian romance, but it is so much more than that. In a lot of books that are considered



erotic romance, it was page after page of intercourse and naughty stuff, which is fine if that is what

you are looking for, but I have to have a good setting, plots, surprises, interesting characters that

don't just concern with the two love birds. I need a good story wrapped in with the romance and

these O'Kane books have exactly that. The feelings this book gave me could range from sorrow to

love and sex. The purpose behind being an O'Kane stresses that they are family and family always

stick together, even during the worst of times. The stories are more complex than just page after

page of sexy time (even if there is a great deal of it ;) ) but there is definitely more to the story. "She

wasn't made for pleasure. She was remade by it."As the main female character in Beyond

Innocence, I admire Lili in this book. In the previous novel, I thought she would be more broken but

come to find out, it was the drugs that made her seem weak. She has a sharp mind and didn't get

unnecessarily upset with Jared, like I have seen before in other books (I suppose to make them

seem less than perfect, I'm not sure.) She really isn't scared of anything anymore since her husband

and father are out of the picture. In the end, her seemingly useless talents as a trophy wife certainly

came in handy.In the previous books, Jared seemed untouchable. He was beyond what any woman

could have because of his occupation. I am pleased the creators of this marvelous world shifted his

job choice. I'm not sure if it would have worked between Lili and Jared if he was still entertaining the

ladies of Eden. His new job is especially fitting. This book made it possible that Jared could be

touchable and HOT to the touch! He may be my new favorite O'Kane, because of his cunning mind,

his ability to fight and win against four other men, and his complete cool regard while under the

duress of torture. All of which amazes me. He is bad-ass and I am so glad he found someone to

love.The story was exciting and flowed nicely. There are so many characters in this book now that it

must have been difficult including everyone. Adding points of view from other characters is always

interesting, especially when they are Dallas. I like knowing what's going on in that mind of his.
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